
CAN YOU EARN RESPECTABLE

returns in a sideways (i.e. volatile)
market? I believe so, despite my
continued outlook for choppy
conditions this summer.

However, let me start off by
warning you that a sideways mar-
ket is not going to do much for a
longer-termed investor – at least
until a bull trend re-emerges.

If you are less inclined to trade
actively, cash remains a viable
strategy.

This summer appears to be pre-
senting exactly what I had warned

readers about several months ago
– a very volatile environment.

As a result, investors must be
willing to take on a somewhat
more active approach to trade sec-
tors and market trends until proof
of a bull market appears.

With regards to a bull market
re-emerging, I do have some good
news probably worth noting: at
the time of writing there has been
a multi-week net outflow of capi-
tal from U.S. mutual funds (par-
ticularly equity funds).

This contrary indicator will
likely bode well for the markets –
eventually.

Small, unsophisticated investors
generally represent “the crowd.”
The crowd typically buys and sells
on emotion. When the crowd
reaches frenzy after selling or buy-
ing aggressively for a prolonged
period, we are usually nearing a

bottom or top for the markets.
Keep in mind that the momen-

tum of the crowd can last a while
before the real upside begins (wit-
ness the huge mutual fund out-
flows during the 2008 – 2009
market meltdown). In the very
short run these fleeing, unsophis-
ticated investors don’t help the
markets go up. Instead, they put
downward pressure on stocks.

Consequently, we can probably
expect more volatility over the
summer.

The good news is that if the
crowd continues to bail out of the
markets, that negative sentiment
eventually must reverse. An
extreme level of pessimism will
eventually set the stage for a
strong bull run over the winter.

Sectors within the U.S. market
such as utilities, healthcare,
biotech and gold will come into
seasonal “buy” periods over the
summer.

My favourite in this list is the
healthcare sector. You can look at
ETF’s such as the SPDR Health-
care ETF (NYSE-XLV, $35.19)
for U.S. dollar denominated securi-
ties, or the iShares Global Health-
care ETF (TSX-XHC, $20.75) if
you want a C$ hedged version.

This sector begins its seasonal
strength in August and is consid-
ered a defensive position. The
chart for the sector looks to be
consolidating at this time, with a
potential test and bounce off of
the up-sloping trend line looking
quite possible. 
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SECTOR WATCH

Take a more active approach to trading sectors until proof of a
bull market appears. Here’s how to navigate a...

SIDEWAYS
MARKET
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In my last MoneyLetter article,
June/First Report, I mentioned that
commodities may be nearing the
end of a longer-termed cycle. It is
worth pointing out that near-
termed trading opportunities may
still exist within these asset classes.

For example, gold has a sea-
sonal cycle buy point in late July.
It has currently retreated to its
intermediate-termed trend line at
around $1500/oz.

I feel that it may be worth
examining a trade on gold during
the seasonal period of strength to
buy at or near current levels, and
then sell in the fall (late October
to November).

There are ETF’s galore on the
markets to trade gold, but for
starters take a look at iShares
S&P Global Gold Index Fund
(TSX-XGD, $24.50) to trade the
equities, SPDR Gold Trust
(NYSE-GLD, $155.20) for bul-
lion representation in U.S. dollars,
or Horizons Comex Gold ETF
(TSX-HUG, $16.26) for a U.S.
dollar hedged play on Comex
gold futures contracts.

Utilities can be a defensive
area that might offer some upside
this summer. These are stable
business models that produce
consistent cash flow and earnings.

The sector has a seasonal cycle
that is similar to the gold sector.
That is: buy in July, sell in late
October. Canadian utility stocks
offer high dividends that some-
times make them appealing to
income-seeking investors.

My take on equities is that it is
better to rotate in and out of
favourable sectors and stocks as the
technical profiles and fundamental
valuations change, rather than buy
and hold just for the income.

But, if you are not concerned
about price volatility, holding utili-
ty stocks can provide an income
stream that is usually very reliable.

There are two ETF’s in Canada
that hold Canadian utility stocks.
The iShares Capped Utilities
Index Fund ETF (TSX-XUT,
$20.42) represents the S&P TSX
Capped Utilities Index.

As the name suggests, this is a
market cap weighted ETF. The
bigger companies get more expo-
sure in this ETF. For example,
Fortis, TransAlta and Emera rep-
resent well over half of the
weighting in the ETF.

The BMO equal weight Utili-
ties ETF (TSX-ZUT-$16.22)
holds equities in (you guessed
it…) an equal weighted portfolio
representing Dow Jones Canada

Select Equal Weight Utilities
Index. These two ETF’s share
similar holdings; the main differ-
ence is how the stocks are
weighted.

Remember, if you are less
inclined to trade actively, cash
remains a viable strategy.

I followed my own advice back
in the early spring by selling over
one third of the equity portfolio
that I manage for clients, and
rotated into cash. I also focused
largely on defensive sectors and
low beta individual stocks to hun-
ker down for the storm.

As a result, our portfolio has
experienced far less volatility
than the market. Hopefully you
have had similar results through
enacting your own “sideways
market strategy.”

Potential trades such as those
discussed above will present
themselves over the summer, but
it is in your best interest to quan-
tify the risk of trading within a
choppy market before you enter
those trades. ▼
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